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Chapter 1071 Secre 

Delaney softly shook his head. 

“You are too polite Sir Dylas, just say what you want to say. I believe you are a person of noble character 

misunderstood by many.” 

Dylas slightly hesitated before speaking with a hint of nostalgia, “When I saw you back then, you were 

already a 9th Rank Archmage and an elder of the Henry Family. 

“Over the years, you have earned a lot for the Henry Family. 

“Naturally, I’m not saying that there is something wrong with that, this is something you should do as an 

elder of the Henry Family. 

“But I feel that it is a bit unfair for you...” 

Delaney shook his head again. 

“Sir Dylas, this isn’t something that can be talked about, the family’s rules have already been fair.” 

Dylas indignantly interrupted Delaney, “Sir Delaney, I can’t see any fairness. If you compare yourself to 

Sir Morgan, you have contributed at least ten times more to your family. 

“But this time, the Henry Family’s commander is actually Sir Morgan, and he is the first commander. 

“Sir Morgan even obtained the transformation potion and took it for himself instead of giving it to the 

one who contributed the most. 

“Based on fairness, Sir Delaney should have been the one advancing to the Heaven Rank. 

“If Sir Delaney advanced, would you have been in so much danger this time? 

“If not because the goddess of fortune smiled upon you, I would have been unable to see you again. I 

would have been regretting all my life if I hadn’t been close enough to save you. 

“I feel pained just thinking about it...” 

After saying that, Dylas massaged his eyes as if he was trying to stop himself from crying. 

Delaney frowned, his expression somewhat unsightly as he shook his head with difficulty. 

“Ah, Sir Dylas, this is actually the decision of the Family. Sir Morgan has actually contributed a lot, he has 

done a lot for our Family. 

“Furthermore, Sir Morgan is our first commander, it is natural that he drinks the potion after Sir Merlin 

compounded it. 

“After all, the Beast God’s Blood is very expensive. Sir Morgan also promised us that as long as we 

obtain enough mana crystals, he would definitely let us advance, it’s just a matter of who advances 

first... 



“Sir Dylas must be misunderstanding...” 

Delaney explained, but his expression wasn’t great. He appeared somewhat absent-minded and his 

thoughts were unfocused. 

Dylas’ eyes suddenly shone as he instantly caught onto a keyword: Beast God’s Blood! 

‘Beast God’s Blood? Hahaha, damned Mafa Merlin, I’ve finally seen through your secret! 

‘I knew that you didn’t have that kind of ability outside the Raging Flame Battlefield. How could you 

suddenly refine a potion that can let a fool like Morgan advance to the Heaven Rank after coming here. 

‘I knew this was simply impossible and that the secret lied in the Raging Flame Battlefield, in the temple 

to be more precise. 

‘I hadn’t expected it to be the Beast God’s Blood... 

‘It is in the material side of the list of items in the temple, and a hundred mana crystals can be traded for 

a drop. 

‘Without knowing this, without knowing that the Beast God’s Blood had such power and based on our 

insight, we would have considered many materials more precious than the Beast God’s Blood. Who 

would have thought that the Beast God’s Blood wasn’t ordinary God Blood. 

‘Hahaha, Mafa Merlin, you don’t need to tell me, I can get the secret myself. 

‘That foolish Delaney really didn’t waste my time. After all, which 9th Rank Archmage didn’t hope to 

advance to the Heaven Rank, especially an idiot like him that has no hope of ever advancing. 

‘I had to spend a bit of energy on it, I first had to use whatever method necessary to lure Delaney here 

and then draw in a second Thunderwings Bird over. After using a potion, those Thunderwings Birds 

would crazily chase after Delaney. This was deadly to a 9th Rank Archmage like Delaney, especially 

under the attack of two Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

‘I finally got it...’ 

Dylas let out a long sigh, his eyes filled with pride. He was even looking somewhat disdainfully at 

Delaney and hypocritically comforted him, “Sir Delaney, there is no need to be too anxious, you can 

trade for a drop of blood as long as you gather a hundred Pseudo HeavenRank mana crystals. 

“Mafa Merlin can refine a potion when the time comes. 100 mana crystals isn’t too difficult to gather, 

and it wouldn’t take long if Sir Morgan helps you...” 

Hearing the name Beast God’s Blood from Dylas’ mouth, Delaney’s expression suddenly changed. He 

seemed to recall something and flew away in panic after saying, “Sir Dylas, many thanks for saving my 

life, there is still something I need to do so I’ll go on ahead...” 

Delaney vigilantly checked his surroundings as he flew away. After making sure that there was no 

danger, he let out a relieved sigh and flew back, somewhat worried. 

Dylas had a bright smile on his face as he waved goodbye to Delaney. 



“Sir Delaney, if there is anything bothering you, just tell me and I’ll definitely help you, we are best 

friends after all...” 

Dylas’ expression turned cold and disdainful as Delaney disappeared. 

“Idiot, no wonder you have been a 9th Rank Archmage for a century without showing any sign of 

completing the transformation. No wonder you can only be an ordinary elder after so many years. 

“You should be unable to advance and would die of old age, it would be worth it if you died here...” 

After cursing him, Dylas’ expression turned completely sinister and cold light flickered in his eyes. 

‘Morgan Henry, you stupid guy. You actually tried to scam me... 

‘Turns out what I really need is a drop of Beast God’s Blood, which can be traded for 100 mana crystals. 

You f*cker actually teamed up with Mafa Merlin to extort 300 mana crystals out of me?! 

‘It was 250 at first, but it became 300 the second time because materials are becoming more and more 

scarce?! B*stard, you are a traitor to the Odin Kingdom! 

‘Apart from 300 mana crystals, you also asked for the materials of 400 Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts and half of the mana crystals I would gain in the future?! 

‘That damned b*stard, the Henry Family are leeches. I don’t know what Mafa Merlin promised him for 

him to actually work with Mafa Merlin to scam me. 

‘300 mana crystals? What a joke... 

‘New Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts might appear after one is killed, but there are limitations. The 

newly appearing Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts can’t keep up with the hunting speed. 

‘300... 

‘Even the strongest force, the Burning Tower, can’t take out half of that, how could he dare try to trick 

me. 

‘Ah, right, the Burning Tower! Sir Dedale! 

‘I believe Sir Dedale definitely learnt about Morgan having advanced to the Heaven Rank and believed 

the rumors I spread. 

‘It was impossible for a dark mage like Morgan to advance so rapidly to the Heaven Rank unless he had 

gotten external help. 

‘I’ll just go and find Sir Dedale and let him know about the Beast God’s Blood. 

‘The Burning Tower is the strongest force of the Odin Kingdom in the Raging Flame Plane. Moreover, 

The Burning Tower has a deep foundation and its heritage can be traced back to the Nesser Dynasty. 

‘They would definitely know something about the Beast God’s Blood or something similar. They should 

definitely have records regarding that thing. 



‘Right, those Beastmen advancing to the Heaven Rank and directly controlling Extraordinary Power must 

have been due to that Beast God’s Blood. 

‘The Blood of the Beast God flows within their veins, so they should be able to directly fuse with the 

Beast God’s Blood, while we can’t directly fuse with it. 

‘After all, the Beast God’s blessings didn’t have any effect on us before. 

‘Forget it, in any case, even if I can’t use it, I can trade the secret as long as I know. 

‘The Burning Tower can think of a way to use that Beast God’s Blood and I’ll be able to advance once 

they researched the Beast God’s Blood and found the way to use it to complete the Extraordinary 

transformation. 

‘Hmpf, that stupid Mafa Merlin, wait until I advance to the Heaven Rank and I’ll settle the debt. Who 

told you to treat me as a stupid fat sheep. 

‘I’m so smart.’ 

Dylas had a proud smile on his face. He hadn’t spent much energy on it and it didn’t take long for him to 

get a hold of the secret, this made him very pleased. 

Holding over 120 mana crystals, he rushed to the temple for fear that others already traded all the Beast 

God’s Blood. 

After getting a drop of Beast God’s Blood, Dylas rapidly looked for the members of the Burning Tower. 

“You say you know the secret behind Sir Morgan’s advancement to the Heaven Rank?” 

Dedale was surprised as he looked at the confident Dylas. 

Dylas proudly laughed. 

“Indeed, I know Mafa Merlin’s secret, but that secret isn’t much, it’s actually easy to guess. I only 

confirmed it. 

“If Mafa Merlin had that secret method before, why would he only take it out after entering the Raging 

Flame Battlefield? It must have been obtained recently. 

“And the most probable location is the trading temple. 

“Furthermore, the Raging Flame Beastmen have Heaven Rank powerhouses that can use Extraordinary 

Power. 

“It’s very unlikely to be due to the Beast God’s blessings, they have many 9th Rank Sword Saints and 

Arch-warlocks, but there are only three confirmed Heaven Rank Beastmen at the moment... 

“And aren’t they always saying that they are the people of the Beast God and that they have the 

bloodline of the Beast God flowing through their veins? So I guessed that they fused with the Beast 

God’s Blood to complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

“That Beast God’s blessings should only allow them to use Extraordinary Power in the Raging Flame 

Battlefield. 



“In fact, I had already guessed everything, I only needed a confirmation. And after confirming, I came 

looking for you, Sir Dedale.” 

Dylas had a proud expression, he was smiling as if everything was within his expectations. Seeing the 

shock on Dedale’s face, Dylas’ smile suddenly blossomed. 

The shocked expression on Dedale’s face rapidly disappeared and he immediately added, “Sir Raphael 

also advanced to the Heaven Rank. I kept thinking that he had gotten a sudden enlightenment and 

found the path to complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

“But it now appears that he might have advanced thanks to the Beast God’s Blood...” 

Surprise flashed in Dylas’ eyes and his heart started thumping loudly. 

‘Sh*t, Raphael also advanced to the Heaven Rank?!’ 

Chapter 1072 Research 

‘Oh no, that guy definitely hates me now. Not only did he not die, he even advanced to the Heaven 

Rank... 

‘No good, I have to cooperate with Dedale and have the Burning Tower quickly research the method to 

use Beast God’s Blood. Raphael will definitely take his revenge if I don’t reach the Heaven Rank before 

coming across him...’ 

“Sir Dedale, I told you everything I know, I only hope that you can help me advance after you find the 

method to use the Beast God’s Blood. Naturally, I would provide the Beast God’s Blood for my potion.” 

Dylas sounded somewhat hurried. 

‘Morgan advanced to the Heaven Rank and I can clearly see that he is trying everything he can to scam 

me. He doesn’t have a very good impression of me and is so close to Mafa Merlin now. He is fiercely 

hugging Mafa Merlin’s thigh and would just keep troubling me. 

‘I offended Raphael quite badly last time, almost causing his death. And he has already advanced to the 

Heaven Rank... 

‘There is also Mafa Merlin who can burst with the power of a Heaven Rank powerhouse. 

‘Heavens, three Heaven Rank powerhouses... I’m screwed if they want to trouble me...’ 

Dylas felt somewhat worried, but Dedale wasn’t. He said perfunctorily, “Rest assured, Sir Dylas, since 

you told me that secret, we definitely won’t forget you when we finish researching the method to use 

Beast God’s Blood, we will definitely help you advance to the Heaven Rank.” 

Dylas just calmed down when Dedale suddenly said with an awkward expression, “But, Sir Dylas, there is 

no use even if we know the effects of the Beast God’s Blood. The mana crystals we got from hunting 

have been completely exchanged for things. 

“We only have three or four mana crystals now, we simply don’t have enough to trade for the Beast 

God’s Blood... 



“If we want to research it, we need at least a drop of blood. We can’t research it without materials. You 

brought the information back a bit late. It would have been fine if you had come a few days earlier, we 

had enough to trade for one drop of blood. 

“Now, we can only keep gathering enough mana crystals and hope we will soon gather 100 mana 

crystals to trade for a drop of Beast God’s Blood to start the research...” 

Dedale had a helpless expression. It seemed that he didn’t care too much about this information. In any 

case, there was no point in being in a hurry since he already knew about the it. 

But Dylas’ heart froze when he heard Dedale’s words. 

‘Damn, only a few mana crystals left? You must be kidding me? 

‘They would gather a hundred before exchanging for a drop of Beast God’s Blood? 

‘That’s a hundred! 

‘Those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts aren’t ordinary magic beasts. Only in this place could so many 

strange Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts appear. 

‘Even if a Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast is killed here, it will be replaced by a new one shortly after. 

‘But they would have to hunt without rest for one to two months to save up 100 mana crystals, if they 

are lucky, they might be able to gather enough. 

‘But who knows how many Beastmen would have advanced to the Heaven Rank by then? 

‘There would be no point in worrying about Mafa Merlin then, everyone would die in the Raging Flame 

Battlefield...’ 

Dylas was lost in thought, he hadn’t expected that. He couldn’t tell whether it was true or not when 

looking at Dedale’s expression. But he was the one who couldn’t wait. 

“Sir Dylas, I want to start the research as soon as possible, but there is nothing I can do without the 

Beast God’s Blood... 

“Since you know this secret, you must have a drop of Beast God’s Blood, right? How about offering it for 

research?” 

Dedale said that final conclusion with a regretful expression. This stunned Dylas, and after thinking for a 

bit, Dylas understood what Dedale was doing. 

‘Damnit, that Dedale guy actually wants to rip me off at such a time! 

‘That’s a drop of Beast God’s Blood! Don’t tell me that guy wants me to provide the drop for the 

experiment?! That’s not an inferior material, it’s a drop of blood of the Beast God! 

‘I only have one. That greedy leech... Since he already knows the secret, he wants me to provide the 

drop of blood?!’ 

Dylas held his breath. He wanted to vent, but he endured and didn’t dare to vent. 



Dylas remained silent for a few minutes until Dedale threw him a surprised look and started seeing him 

off. 

“Sir Dylas, is there anything else? I still have a lot of things to do and I’m afraid I don’t have time to 

accompany you...” 

Dedale kept a calm expression, as if he didn’t care whether Dylas provided the Beast God’s Blood. It was 

as if he didn’t think he was tricking Dylas. 

Dylas was burning in anger, but he suddenly calmed down as coldness emerged within his heart. 

‘B*stard, I finally understand. That Dedale simply didn’t want to cooperate with me. It wouldn’t matter if 

I had the Beast God’s Blood or not. 

‘That damned guy definitely possesses many mana crystals. The Burning Tower has so many 

powerhouses, as well as Dedale who could display the power of a Heaven Rank powerhouse. Their 

hunting speed had been the fastest at the start. 

‘Moreover, the number of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts in the Raging Flame Battlefield is far 

higher than what it originally was. They definitely gathered a lot of mana crystals. Now that they know 

that secret, even if they had traded their mana crystals for True Spirit Magic Tools, it wouldn’t take long 

for them to gather a hundred if they started hunting again... 

‘At that time, he would start researching the Beast God’s Blood, and regardless of the results, it would 

have nothing to do with me. Dedale would be able to use it to keep producing Heaven Rank 

powerhouses. 

‘The results of the research would keep on strengthening the Burning Tower after they left the Raging 

Flame Battlefield. 

‘Damnit, that greedy leech never planned on cooperating with me. 

‘I can only take out that drop of Beast God’s Blood now, regardless of the result of the research, I’m 

bound to get a share.’ 

As this became clear to Dylas, he felt somewhat helpless. This was an overt plot, a huge hole waiting for 

him to jump into it. But he had to jump, because the benefits were too great. 

As Dedale stood up and started walking away, Dylas no longer hesitated and called out to Dedale. 

“Sir Dedale, we can’t delay our cooperation on the research of the Beast God’s Blood. If this continues, 

both the Raging Flame Beastmen and Mafa Merlin’s side would become far stronger than us. 

“That traitorous Morgan Henry is already very close with Mafa Merlin, if another Heaven Rank 

powerhouse appears on their side, we won’t have much of an influence left in this place. Even Sir 

Dedale’s leader position would be taken away. 

“Who knows what those b*stards plan to do behind our backs. Moreover, I’m unwilling to let those 

Andlusan surpass us. 



“Since Mafa Merlin was able to figure it out, then we should definitely be able to figure it out too. 

Moreover, we can’t be slow or it would tarnish the reputation of the Odin Kingdom. 

“It just happens that I have a drop of Beast God’s Blood. I shall give this drop to you, Sir Dedale. Please 

let your people study it as quickly as possible. 

“As a member of the Odin Kingdom, how could I let Andlusan insects surpass us!” 

Dylas spoke righteously, saying that he was acting both for the sake of the Odin Kingdom and in order to 

contribute to everyone. 

Dedale let out two chuckles and patted Dylas’ shoulder. 

“Sir Dylas, since you are happily offering your drop of Beast God’s Blood, you can rest assured. Although 

our Burning Tower isn’t specialized in potioneering, our Burning Tower actually has deeply researched 

God Blood. 

“It shouldn’t take long for us to study it, and once we are confident, we will share the result of the 

research with Sir Dylas. The first person to complete the Extraordinary transformation shall be Sir 

Dylas!” 

Dylas chuckled twice as he painfully gave the Beast God’s Blood to Dedale. He couldn’t not take it out 

now, if he wanted to enjoy the fruits of the research, he had to put forward the materials. 

‘Forget it, in any case, once the results of the research come up, the first to enjoy it would definitely be 

me. That’s enough, that drop of Beast God’s Blood would definitely be used on me.’ Dylas comforted 

himself. 

He then remained within the Burning Tower’s camp while the mages from the Shadow Tower kept 

hunting Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

The Burning Tower started organizing people to study the Beast God’s Blood. 

... 

On the other side, Lin Yun was also studying the Beast God’s Blood. 

He had been able to use the Beast God’s Blood to compound the Golden Temptation Potion, but that 

hadn’t been because he had researched Beast God’s Blood, it was because he possessed a ready-made 

complete method he had seen in the decaying library. Moreover, it was tailored for the blood of the 

Beast God. 

The powerful Gods of the Era of Gods all had their own paths they specialized in. The source of their 

power was also different and only the blood of a few of them could be used to help people complete 

their Extraordinary transformation, the Beast God being one of them. 

It was because the power came from his bloodline and his blood contained a huge amount of energy 

and Law Power. 

The best part of the Beast God’s Blood was its source of power, whose use wasn’t limited to the 

compounding of the Golden Temptation Potion. 



It could be used in plenty of recipes, but the most famous one was to use it as a raw material for the 

Golden Temptation. 

There were other uses, but these uses hadn’t been documented or written down. At the peak of 

Noscent, the Beast God’s Blood was only considered a bit useful when used to compound the Golden 

Temptation, its other uses were considered obsolete. 

Moreover, the Beast God’s Blood was even more effective in the Raging Flame Battlefield, those 

Beastmen could directly fuse with it and complete the Extraordinary transformation. As long as they 

were 9th Rank Sword Saint or Arch-warlocks and possessed a drop of Beast God’s Blood, they would be 

able to advance to the Heaven Rank whenever and wherever with no side-effects and only benefits. 

If this continued, the Beastmen would have more and more Heaven Rank powerhouses and mankind 

would be finished. 

Chapter 1073 Pure Energy 

Moreover, the Beast God’s Blood had a special importance in the Raging Flame Battlefield, it was even 

more precious. 

Lin Yun even guessed that the Beast God’s Blood could be traded in the temple because of the existence 

of the Greater Raging Flame Overlord and his upcoming return. They must have left Beast God’s Blood 

behind in order to nurture even more Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

That way, the Raging Flame Beastmen wouldn’t be defenseless when the Greater Raging Flame Overlord 

finally struggled free of his seal. 

Furthermore, the destruction of the Raging Flame Plane might be avoided if one of these Raging Flame 

Beastman could advance to the Greater Overlord realm before the Greater Raging Flame Overlord freed 

himself. 

In the future, the coordinates of the Raging Flame Plane would disappear in the void following the 

resurrection of the Beast God, this might have a lot to do with this. 

But it didn’t have too much use in Noscent, aside from helping with the Extraordinary transformations, 

the blood wasn’t too important to humans. 

After all, using that kind of thing to advance to the Heaven Rank would always leave behind side effects, 

humans didn’t have the Beast God’s bloodline after all. 

These days, Lin Yun kept studying the spells of the Book of Mantras and inferred many special 

incantations from it, many fragments of incantations could be re-assembled to research the Beast God’s 

Blood. 

Knowing that the Beast God’s Blood definitely wasn’t simple, Lin Yun made a lot of preparations. 

He was more or less done with the spell research and had some accomplishments in the new extraction 

process. At that time, Lin Yun opened the Demiplane’s Planar Path and went into his Demiplane. 

The entire Demiplane seemed to have completely changed, it was filled with a bloody mist. 



The alchemy laboratory had to be devoid of it, that place needed the purest environment and any 

impurity might cause the experiment to fail. 

That bloody mist was the remnant power of the Beast God’s Blood. When he compounded the Golden 

Temptation, he had used an alchemical solution to wash down the Beast God’s Blood and its useful 

components were refined to form the Golden Temptation. 

The bloody mist filling the entire Demiplane was emitting formidable power, and that power was slowly 

merging with the Demiplane. 

The power was so strong that it had already exceeded the limits of what the Demiplane could digest and 

thus transformed into a bloody mist covering it. 

Lin Yun frowned as he looked at that bloody mist. As he thought about those days of research, he 

became increasingly certain that the Beast God’s Blood couldn’t be so simple. 

Standing at the center of the Demiplane, Lin Yun closed his eyes and sensed the entire Demiplane. He 

sensed the bloody mist, the way it was merging with the Demiplane, and the changes appearing within 

the Demiplane. 

After a long time, Lin Yun opened his eyes, and in an instant, the entire Demiplane started shaking. A 

wisp of powerful mind power covered the entire Demiplane, it felt as if a God descended. 

Gales suddenly rose within the Demiplanes, these gales were like pairs of hands driving out the bloody 

mist to converge towards the center of the Demiplane 

Slowly, the bloody mist disappeared from the edge of the Demiplane, unveiling the original appearance 

of the Demiplane. It was like a circle continuously growing smaller as it kept converging the bloody mist 

towards the inside. 

By the time the bloody mist reached the center, it had already turned into a bloody mist pillar with the 

gales revolving around it like a tornado cage, forcibly restricting the bloody mist in its eye. 

Lin Yun extended his hand in a grabbing motion towards that bloody mist pillar and the air instantly 

stopped flowing. Everything here was under Lin Yun’s control, and following that grabbing motion, the 

pillar of bloody mist started slowly shrinking. 

After a few seconds, the bloody mist was compressed into a sphere and its terrifying power kept on 

fluctuating. It would compare to the burst of an Extraordinary Spell if it exploded. 

Lin Yun frowned and had the power of the Demiplane keep compressing that four-meter-big sphere of 

blood. 

That sphere of blood created by the convergence of the bloody mist kept stirring for no less than ten 

minutes until a thread of sticky thick blood condensed in the center. At that moment, the trouble in 

condensing the sphere suddenly disappeared. 

That condensed sphere of blood kept on shrinking, and after three seconds, it thoroughly condensed 

into a sticky and thick drop of blood. 

That thick and sticky drop of blood looked like metal and would only slightly deform when pinched. 



Lin Yun calmly used his perception to feel that drop of blood and it looked no different from the 

previous drop of Beast God’s Blood. 

After a few minutes, Lin Yun seemed to realize something. 

‘Turns out to be the case! I truly didn’t guess wrongly. Based on what I remember reading, the 

compounded Golden Temptation would cause almost no great side-effects apart from making the latter 

half of the Heaven realm harder to break through.’ 

After breaking through, they wouldn’t be affected by the things within the Beast God’s Blood, no matter 

the user’s race. 

Sure enough, it was because it was refining the fragments of Laws and everything else wasn’t used, 

expelled as impurities. 

This was the reason why the Beast God with his formidable Bloodline Power couldn’t alter his own 

bloodline. 

The most fundamental process for mages to complete the Extraordinary transformation was to 

comprehend their Law and form their foundation. After their Law foundation was established, it would 

already be classified as having comprehended their own Law, and with it, they could mobilize the power 

of the world’s Laws. 

They had to use that to complete the most difficult Extraordinary transformation. To humans, it could be 

said to be unrelated with talent, the comprehension of Laws was the most important part. 

The pure Law fragments within the Beast God’s Blood, even though broken, came from a God-level 

existence. It would naturally easily help a mage complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

But apart from the fragments of Laws, the most important part contained within the Beast God’s blood 

was power. That drop of blood was a drop of pure power. 

Losing the fragments of Law made the drop of blood collapse during the alchemy process. The blood 

that may have contained fragments of the Beast God’s consciousness had dissipated before condensing 

again, only leaving pure power behind. 

If there was nothing unexpected, that pure power would slowly merge into the Demiplane, and the 

Demiplane would once again mature. 

But using it to nurture the Demiplane was too wasteful. Moreover, the effects weren’t very good. 

Lin Yun looked at the drop of blood in his hand and faintly shook his head. 

The Demiplane didn’t need such a pure power to grow. 

Nurturing the Demiplane was like growing farm crops, if pure water was used to irrigate the farm crops, 

even if they didn’t die, the harvest wouldn’t be too good. 

Plants required a lot of water, but more important, they needed all kinds of other substances contained 

within the water. They were the reasons why the crops could grow well. Water, to a certain extent, only 

guaranteed that the farm crops wouldn’t die. 



Similarly, a growing Demiplane required a lot of mana, this was a key factor in the growth of a Natural 

Demiplane. But aside from mana, they also needed all kinds of “impurities” within the mana. 

Mana Vines were the biggest shortcut to the growth of a Demiplane. Not only because it could tear 

apart a large amount of mana from the void, but also because, in addition to mana, Void Storms and 

Elemental Storms had a lot of impurities. 

To humans, these traces were impurities, but they were the most crucial elements required for the 

growth of the Demiplane. 

Just like how manure helped with plants’ growth. 

The Mana Vines guaranteed that the Demiplane’s growth was comprehensive and contained various 

other elements to guarantee its diversity. If it was only fed pure power, the Demiplane might end up like 

some Elemental Planes. 

It would have extreme environments, extreme species, and apart from the size and capacity of energy, 

there would be no possibility of improvements. 

This kind of absorption of various powers was the most crucial part, it was the foundation for the 

biodiversity born later in the Demiplane. 

This was the foundation of the Laws. 

Thus, although that pure power could let the Demiplane grow, it wasn’t particularly useful and was a 

huge waste. Lin Yun intended to use that pure power somewhere else. 

There were many ways of using that kind of pure energy, Lin Yun had many such methods in his mind, 

but this kind of thing was too rare. Pure energy without any impurity would rarely appear. 

Even the energies crystalized within Heaven Magic Beasts’ mana crystals weren’t that pure. Mages’ 

mana also couldn’t be so pure. 

Whether it was magic beasts’ mana crystals or a mage’s mana, they would have a trace of themselves or 

some other things. It wouldn’t affect them, but it would be impure power to others or when used for 

other things. 

That pure power was universal, it could be used everywhere. 

Put in an array, it could let the array exert its maximum power, and even exceed the limits of its power. 

It was just like the difference between spells and Ultimate Spells. Ordinary mana crystals or other things 

couldn’t display this kind of power. 

Letting his subordinates absorb that pure power could also cut down the process of accumulating mana. 

That pure power simply didn’t need to be transformed, it was like a white canvas, any color could be 

added onto it. 

There were too many available methods... To make good use of that pure energy, Lin Yun had to study it 

carefully. 
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It would be a waste if he didn’t make the most out of that pure power... 

Lin Yun went into his laboratory and started researching that condensation of pure power to maximize 

its use. 

After researching, the effects would be a lot better than whichever method he could use right now. Lin 

Yun already had some rough outline. Combining God Blood and some of the Beast God’s characteristics, 

he roughly knew in which direction to go. 

It would inevitably be very astonishing after the research... 

Lin Yun was in high spirits as he started researching that drop of pure energy. On the other side, the 

Burning Tower also started researching the Beast God’s Blood. 

As the most powerful force of the Odin Kingdom currently in the Raging Flame Plane, they had 

dispatched more forces in the Raging Flame Plane than the Odin Kingdom’s royal family. 

Moreover, the Burning Tower’s inheritance was over ten millennia old, it was already standing on the 

land of the Odin Kingdom during the Nesser Dynasty. 

It was said that at the very start, the master of the Burning Tower had been a Pureblood Elf. By the 3rd 

Dynasty, many formidable powerhouses had emerged, a few of which left behind some legends. 

They had detailed records of many ancient things. They had detailed usage methods for a precious 

material like God Blood. They even had completely different methods for the various kinds of God 

Blood. They had the widest range of methods to use God Blood. 

Even if the Burning Tower wasn’t a force specialized in potioneering, it wasn’t weak in this regard, they 

were just well known for their fire magic. They weren’t like Sky City which was famous for their mastery 

on the field of array and were the strongest force of the Odin Kingdom in this field. 

Because of that deep background, Dylas was confident enough to tell Dedale and even give him the drop 

of Beast God’s Blood for research purposes. 

Dylas remained in the Burning Tower’s temporary camp as they started the research. He would take a 

trip to the alchemy laboratory every day to check on the pace of the research. 

As he once again took a trip to the laboratory, Dylas couldn’t help letting out a pained smile. 

‘A drop of Beast God’s Blood, that’s 100 Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals. I only had twenty left after 

trading for it. Adding the ones from the past few days of hunting, I now only have 23... 

‘If those greedy leeches and arrogant b*stards of the Burning Tower waste my drop of Beast God’s 

Blood, wouldn’t I get nothing? 

‘I naturally have to take a look every day to check whether these b*stard are destroying the drop of 

blood or not. 

‘Damnit, that b*stard Dedale, I did feel that he was too arrogant before. He thinks that he, and his 

Burning Tower, are above everyone else. But I can now see that he is also a greedy leech...’ 



Every day, Dylas couldn’t help feeling distressed when walking to the laboratory, he was afraid of waking 

up one day and being told by those arrogant scoundrels that the Beast God’s Blood had been wasted. 

As he walked to the temporary laboratory’s location, an arrogant mage suddenly blocked Dylas’ path. 

It was labelled as an alchemy laboratory, but it was in fact a huge tent with a few smaller tents next to it. 

Those were the resting areas for the alchemists. 

There was a magic fence used for warning around the place. It was a decoration for mages, it couldn’t 

even block a Great Mage. 

But few mages could sneak in without setting off the magic fence’s alarm. Moreover, this was the center 

of the temporary camp, only one mage was needed to guard the entrance. 

The one who just stopped Dylas was the mage guarding the entrance... 

“Sir Dylas, how come you are still here? Didn’t I tell you yesterday to stop disturbing my research every 

single day!?” 

The mage had a cold expression and didn’t hide his loathing and disdain. He looked as if he had been 

walking on the road and discovered a fresh pile of feces. 

The mage standing at the entrance was clearly showing that he didn’t want to let Dylas go through. 

An awkward and angry expression flashed on Dylas’ face. 

‘Damn b*stard, is that arrogant guy waiting here especially for me? How come I’ve been meeting him 

for a few days? 

‘Sh*t, has this arrogant b*stard even discovered anything? You have been waiting for me everyday, are 

you even researching the Beast God’s Blood?’ 

Dylas was extremely angry, but he didn’t dare to offend a mage of the Burning Tower, especially a 

proficient alchemist. 

“Sir Siji, I’m only taking a look, it’s just one glance, I won’t disturb your research of the Beast God’s 

Blood...” 

Dylas forced himself to smile as he explained. 

Siji sneered with disdain as he held his arm to bar Dylas’ path. 

“Sir Dylas, don’t try to be clever in front of me. How could we not know what you are thinking? 

“Aren’t you afraid that the Beast God’s Blood has been wasted during our research? You think we don’t 

know? We just don’t bother to pay attention to you. 

“Do you know the few core formulas of the Cypre Formula? Do you know how many variations it has? 

“Do you know how the Corrosive Flower can display the best effect? Do you know the several types of 

extraction method corresponding to each kind of potion? 

“Do you know?” 



Siji sneered as he looked at Dylas, fiercely questioning him. 

Dylas’ face darkened as he forcibly squeezed out a smile and awkwardly shook his head. 

“I don’t know.” 

Dylas didn’t get to say anything else as Siji’s voice suddenly became sharper. 

“Sir Dylas! Since you don’t know anything, why are you bothering our research team every day? 

“Damn b*stard, don’t you know that the most important part for an alchemist is the thought process? 

Especially for this kind of new thing, we need sudden enlightenment. 

“What if we were all ready, and you just came over to disturb us as one of us was about to get 

enlightened, interrupting that person’s train of thought. Do you know what the losses would be? 

“Forget it, I’m wasting my breath on a clueless guy like you. 

“F*ck, do you even know why I’m waiting for you here? 

“Because a clueless idiot like you suddenly came in to disturb us the day before yesterday and 

interrupted my thought process. I still can’t find that flash of light! 

“What are you still doing here? 

“If you don’t believe in us, then take your drop of Beast God’s Blood and get out of here, f*ck off! 

“Or don’t come bothering us and don’t use your shallow knowledge to make conjectures regarding 

alchemy, that’s not something a clueless guy like you can understand! 

“Do you understand now?” 

Dylas’ expression turned green as he was being scolded and ridiculed. His throat kept shaking as he was 

forcibly restraining himself to the point where he couldn’t breath. 

After taking a deep breath, Dylas gritted his teeth and said, stifled, “Sir Siji, I’ll go now, but can you tell 

me the pace of the research? It’s not that I don’t trust you, I’m just concerned...” 

Siji sneered, “Sir Dylas, the research is stepping on the right track, but that matter isn’t something that 

can be figured out in a day or two. Our pace would greatly accelerate as long as no one bothers us. 

“Especially someone like you. You had best not come disturbing us or the blame would fall onto you if 

the research has no result. 

“Either you don’t appear here, or you directly go to Sir Dedale and ask Sir Dedale to switch us back so 

that you can look for people to do the research!” 

Hearing what he wanted to hear, Dylas didn’t dare to speak in anger. He had been scolded and ridiculed, 

but he didn’t dare to retort. He could offend anyone, but he didn’t dare to offend a mage of the Burning 

Tower, especially these alchemists. 

Dylas dejectedly walked away while Siji sneered as he looked at Dylas’ back with disdain. 



‘Truly a fool, those mages from the Shadow Tower are like rats, greedy and gutless. Especially that idiot 

Dylas. 

‘I heard that guy always bullied the weaker forces and weaker mages, he even eliminated three weaker 

mage forces... 

‘He once inadvertently offended the disciple of a powerful leader, and on the same day brought a large 

gift to apologize. He is really a coward. 

‘That rat is completely ruining mages’ reputation... 

‘Damn, if not for that drop of Beast God’s Blood, I would have killed that nauseating rat if he got within 

thirty meters! 

‘Damn guy, you coming here every single day is very annoying. If not for Sir Dedale’s instructions, I 

would have made that damn b*stard suffer. 

‘Today is the 3rd day, those scoundrels in the lab must be laughing at me. I must win my gamble during 

the replacement tonight, if I lose again I’ll have to come and stop Dylas for three more days... 

‘I want to smash a bottle of corrosive poison on his face whenever I see him...’ 

Siji hatefully stared at Dylas’ back before closing the magic fence. He then sneered and arranged a magic 

trap at the entrance filled with three bottles of corrosive poisons. These were potions that could corrode 

magic shields and destroy someone’s appearance. 

The next day, Dylas appeared in front of the temporary laboratory at the usual time. 

Seeing no one at the entrance, Dylas couldn’t help sighing in relief. 

‘Finally, there is no one guarding the place. Those arrogant alchemists are really loathsome, they didn’t 

even want to let me through the gate. 

‘I took out that drop of Beast God’s Blood, why can’t I even give it a glance?’ 

Chapter 1075 Business 

‘F*ck, did he think I wanted to come here to be ridiculed every day? I really want to kill him... I would 

have already gotten rid of him if he wasn’t a member of the Burning Tower. 

‘If I don’t come, how could I know how far these b*stards have progressed. Who knows if they are 

putting on a show. What can I do if they made some progress and used it on themselves?’ 

Dylas couldn’t help fiercely cursing as he cautiously checked his surroundings. Sure enough, there was 

no one guarding the place so he started walking towards the entrance. 

But suddenly, a magic pattern appeared under his foot and three glass bottles filled with dark green 

liquid appeared in front of him. 

The three runic bottles instantly exploded and the rotten-smelling dark liquid shot towards Dylas like 

three Water Arrows. 

Dylas’ expression changed and he rapidly retreated while using a Mana Shield to protect himself. 



Those three dark liquid projectiles hit the shield and instantly created three big holes in the mana shield 

as it was unable to offer any resistance. 

The liquid projectiles fell onto his robe and immediately emitted thick white smoke. A pungent smell 

filled the air as sizzling sounds kept echoing. 

Small holes appeared on the robe due to the corrosion, and the places hit by the venom were 

completely corroded. The defensive spells and runes enchanted onto the magic robes were all corroded 

and lost their effects. 

Dylas was startled and promptly threw his robe to the side. 

But two fireballs instantly exploded in front of him, and the burst sent his body flying and shrapnel hit 

his body. Dylas couldn’t help screaming out loud. 

Especially when a piece of rock hit his eyes and made his eyes redden. Tears kept flowing down 

alongside the sore pain. 

“Don’t attack! It’s me! It’s Dylas!” 

Dylas set up a Runic Shield as he dodged backward in alarm while loudly shouting. 

After three more Bursting Flames, three silhouettes appeared from behind the magic fence. 

Siji frowned as he looked at Dylas. 

“Eh, it turns out to be Sir Dylas. Didn’t I tell you to not come and disturb our research? We reacted to 

our magic fence’s warning and thought some lowlife thief came to steal our things, we didn’t expect it to 

be you. 

“Sir Dylas, don’t tell me you forgot what I told you yesterday? 

“Damn b*stard, our research is at a key point, we even already found the crucial thought process. If not 

for a b*stard like you interrupting, we would have come up with the method within three days. 

“Now, because of your senseless interruption, we might spend ten days without even completing the 

research. 

“Sir Dylas, is your brain rotten? How could your memory be so lacking! 

“Fortunately for you, you aren’t a member of our Burning Tower or you would have ended up in a mine 

to dig with Beastmen!” 

Siji fiercely cursed a few times and another mage next to him retorted with a sneer, “Sir Siji, something 

like that would never happen in our Burning Tower. Even a stupid slave knows not to disturb an 

alchemist’s research.” 

The three mages of the Burning Tower kept echoing each other as they ridiculed Dylas. On the other 

side, Dylas had turned beet red but didn’t dare to say a word in retort. 

He clearly knew that these people were doing it on purpose, but he couldn’t say anything. 



Almost disfigured by the poison, almost seriously hurt by these three scoundrels’ attack, after barely 

dodging the trap, he was forced to face ridicule. 

Unfortunately, no one could confirm or deny what they were saying about their alchemy research. They 

said that they had been at a critical point, who could refute them? 

Dylas could only look down in acknowledgement. 

He couldn’t even point at them or scold after being attacked. Dylas didn’t say a word, his mind was 

focused on the words Siji just uttered, the research was almost complete. 

Dylas didn’t dare to say anything and only lowered his head like a turtle. The three mages of the Burning 

Tower were no longer in the mood to ridicule him and laid out a pile of traps around the magic fence in 

front of Dylas before returning to the laboratory to further their research. 

Dylas smiled when there was no one in the surroundings. 

‘The research is already at the key part. I hadn’t expected them to be so fast, haha, I knew the Burning 

Tower was an ancient force with a deep foundation. 

‘Although these arrogant b*stards are loathsome, they managed to complete most of the research 

already! As long as that final research has been completed, we can use the power of the Beast God’s 

Blood to complete the Extraordinary transformation and become true Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

‘Heaven Rank powerhouses... I wouldn’t have to worry about encountering Raphael as long as I become 

a true Heaven Rank powerhouse. If I have an opportunity, I’ll make that Mafa Merlin suffer, or better, 

get rid of him. 

‘I’ll make him know how big the gap between his shallow burst comparable to the Heaven Rank and the 

power of a genuine Heaven Rank powerhouse is. 

‘As for that greedy leech Morgan... I found the secret without him, I also found a method to use the 

Beast God’s Blood. I want to see if he still dares to try and scam me.’ 

After returning to the temporary camp, Dylas happily thought of what would happen after he advanced 

to the Heaven Rank. The mana meditation couldn’t calm his mind so he just fell down on the couch and 

rested. 

Soon, snoring sounds started echoing. Dylas still had a smile on his face as he snored. 

After sleeping a few hours, Dyas started laughing and ultimately woke up in a laugh. 

His smile had yet to disappear after waking up. He recalled his dream and couldn’t help smiling. 

‘Such a good dream, and that beautiful dream will soon become true. I advanced to the Heaven Rank 

and Sir Raphael held my thighs, crying and begging me for the method I found to advance to the Heaven 

Rank, forgetting everything that had happened before. 

‘Moreover, he gave me a lot of benefits, and Sky City would also gifted me their auxiliary city for the 

sake of the method to advance to the Heaven Rank. 



‘Mafa Merlin, that stupid guy. His research failed and he ended up becoming a cripple as there was a big 

problem with the Beast God’s Blood he used. 

‘Morgan had a fall out with Mafa Merlin and became a stupid trash that kept weeping tearfully and knelt 

outside my door, crying and begging to become my slave...’ 

Dylas happily basked in the memories of his dream before becoming even more proud of himself. The 

more he thought, the more he felt that his choice was right. 

He couldn’t help running to the laboratory again and stretched his neck a bit to look. 

Although he couldn’t see anything, Dylas felt extremely confident and left the Burning Tower’s 

temporary camp with two people to go to Lin Yun’s temporary camp. 

As he arrogantly landed outside the camp, Dylas raised his head and looked at the people within the 

camp with a condescending attitude. 

After walking into the camp, one of Dylas’ subordinates walked up to two mages and scolded, “What 

about Mafa Merlin? What about Morgan Henry? What’s it all about? How come they didn’t come to 

welcome Sir Morgan? Where are their manners? Mafa Merlin is truly a country bumpkin, he has no 

education. 

“Sir Morgan too... He is actually mingling with country bumpkins, his cultivation has clearly fell down 

quite a bit. Sir Morgan at least understood etiquette before...” 

Dylas sneered as he watched it happen, not stopping his subordinate from raising a fuss. 

Morgan was soon notified and walked out with a dark expression. 

Morgan gnashed his teeth as he saw the condescending Dylas and his two mad dogs baring their fangs. 

‘F*ck, that b*stard is really here again. He came looking for me yet he actually dares to have such a 

condescending attitude. What, does he want me to look for him, kneel, and give him a bottle of Golden 

Temptation? 

‘That fool is truly a worthless insect. Don’t think of ever doing this business with Sir Merlin even if I were 

to squeeze you out of your last copper coin.’ 

Morgan aggressively walked over and looked at Dylas with a cold expression. 

“Sir Dylas, could it be that you have already forgotten the most basic etiquette when paying a visit? Who 

told you to directly enter the camp? According to conventions, we should be getting rid of intruders like 

you immediately. 

“Get the f*ck off and learn some manners before coming back here, this place isn’t suitable for you, this 

place doesn’t have what you want.” 

Morgan waved his hand aggressively and then turned around to leave, not intending to give Dylas an 

opportunity to explain himself. 

Morgan was sneering as he turned around and walked away, silently counting. 



‘That idiot will definitely rush over within three seconds and beg for forgiveness. One, two...’ 

Sure enough, Dylas looked around with a smile, after looking at his surroundings with disappointment, 

he looked at Morgan as if he really wanted to go and stop him. 

‘Unfortunately, that repulsive Mafa Merlin has yet to come out. I would have humiliated him if he came 

out and made him regret his past misconduct. He lost the best opportunity to earn my friendship. 

‘It’s a pity, Mafa Merlin might still be researching the Beast God’s Blood. His earlier success might have 

been due to dumb luck. I haven’t seen anyone else advance to the Heaven Rank after such a long time. 

There are still a few 9th Rank Archmages among his subordinates. 

‘That foolish Morgan still thinks the Beast God’s Blood is easy to use. The mages of the Burning Tower 

have books and records accumulated through countless years, yet they are spending so much time to 

find a main outline and have yet to reach the final stage. 

‘Mafa Merlin is just a country bumpkin of the Andlusa Kingdom, how could he be better than the 

alchemists of the Burning Tower. An Artisan? He can only call himself an Artisan in a place like the 

Andlusa Kingdom with close to no alchemists...’ 

Chapter 1076 Something’s Wrong 

‘Morgan had been so lucky, would he still get so close to Mafa Merlin if he knew that Mafa Merlin had 

used him as a test subject? Not dying is all due to his luck. 

‘Forget it, Mafa Merlin didn’t come and Morgan is acting like that, might as well let that idiot regret it!’ 

Regret flashed on Dylas’ face as he indifferently told Morgan, “Sir Morgan, I think you misunderstood 

something. I didn’t come today for your so-called transformation potion. Isn’t it just Beast God’s Blood? 

As if no one knew about it...” 

Dylas acted as if he already knew and shock immediately appeared on Morgan’s face. 

‘F*ck, how did that fool learn about the Beast God’s Blood? 

‘Sh*t, who told him? Damnit, that despicable guy must have been stealthily spying on us, or maybe he 

was listening in when one of my foolish subordinates let it slip! 

‘But did that stupid Dylas come to threaten us after figuring out that the Beast God’s Blood is the raw 

material? 

‘He is really naive, If anyone knew that the Beast God’s Blood was the raw material of the 

transformation potion, wouldn’t everyone advance to the Heaven Rank? 

‘Without Sir Merlin, even a hundred drops of Beast God’s Blood would be no different from a pile of 

garbage. 

“What do you know, Sir Dylas? There are plenty of people that know how effective the Beast God’s 

Blood is, but in the end, only Sir Merlin can turn it into the transformation potion! 

“Don’t tell me that you thought you could blackmail us because you know the secret? Too naive...” 



Morgan looked at Dylas with disdain and ridiculed him, but Dylas proudly laughed, “Sir Morgan, you are 

the foolish one. Mafa Merlin is merely an Artisan of the Andlusa Kingdom. The Andlusa Kingdom is a 

backwater place, you should be clear as to how far they could go in the field of alchemy. 

a 

“Moreover, this is God Blood, only the most ancient mage forces know the ways to refine it. Only they 

have ancient records and know how to refine it. 

“Mafa Merlin is only a young mage. An Artisan? Who knows how overrated he is. 

“Only an ancient force like the Burning Tower is worth trusting. 

“I’m already cooperating with Sir Dedale of the Burning Tower and I only needed to take out one drop of 

Beast God’s Blood for research. I would ultimately have the results of the research and won’t need to 

pay any other cost. 

“Moreover, the Burning Tower’s alchemists already reached a critical point and most of their research 

has already been completed. It wouldn’t take more than a few days before they can use the formidable 

power within the Beast God’s Blood. 

“Once it’s successful, our side would have one more Heaven Rank powerhouse. 

“Moreover, the method we would get wouldn’t be like that potion which could only be used by one 

person with a very low success rate. We wouldn’t have to worry about the Beast God’s Blood being 

wasted. 

“As long as the alchemy equipment is completed, we would only need to obtain Beast God’s Blood to 

keep having mages achieve the Extraordinary transformation. 

“Soon, our Shadow Tower and the Burning Tower’s cooperation would make our two forces rapidly gain 

Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

“Even later, our two forces would be able to continue using that alchemy equipment to let our 9th Rank 

Archmages complete their Extraordinary transformation and reach the Heaven Rank. 

“Haha, Sir Morgan, you ought to know that every ancient mage force has many 9th Rank Archmages 

unable to complete the transformation. 

“As long as these 9th Rank Archmages complete the Extraordinary transformation, our mage forces 

would possess a few, even a dozen Heaven Rank Powerhouses. By then, let alone those muscle-brained 

Beastmen, who could even be our opponents in Noscent? Who could be our rival!” 

Dylas raised his chin and looked at Morgan and the mages in the surroundings with pride and disdain. 

He looked like he was dirtying himself just standing in this camp. 

Hardly concealed shock could be seen on Morgan’s face. He opened his mouth to say something, but no 

sound came out. 

‘Damn, the Burning Tower also knows? And they are about to get results as well as create some alchemy 

equipment and not a potion? 



‘Damn, that foolish Dylas, how... How could this be possible...’ 

Morgan was shaken by this news and couldn’t say a word, which made Dylas proudly laugh. 

‘That fool Morgan is truly too naive, he actually became Mafa Merlin’s lackey for a potion with uncertain 

effects. No, that’s not a potion with uncertain effects, but a potion with very low odds of being crafted 

successfully. 

‘Who knows what kind of dumb luck they had, but it was successful the first time. However, could they 

compare to the Burning Tower? 

‘The Burning Tower is crafting an alchemy piece of equipment that could always be used. I secretly 

heard the Burning Tower’s alchemists talk and they said that crafting a potion is the most simple 

method, but it wasn’t the most reliable method. Alchemy equipments werre the only correct path. 

‘After all, that’s Beast God’s Blood, each drop is worth 100 Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals, and even 

I was only able to trade for one drop. The weaker ones might not even have enough for half a drop 

Morgan’s heart was in a mess, he hadn’t expected the situation to develop to this stage. 

Dylas rolled his eyes and smiled as he lowered his voice. 

“Sir Morgan, I’m not here to laugh at you, we are best friends after all, we fought side by side. 

“I have a better way, so how could I forget about you? 

“You don’t need to be envious or regret anything, .. 

“Sir Dedale isn’t a greedy leech like Mafa Merlin. At Mafa Merlin’s side you had to pay a huge price for 

the sake of a bottle of transformation potion. 

“Look at yourself, you not only need to use the Beast God’s blood as material, you also have to prepare 

many other materials. You even have to give close to half of the mana crystals you are gaining. 

“Are you really willing? 

“After all, we are members of the Odin Kingdom, and we are also very close friends. As long as you come 

with us, we will welcome you with open arms. 

“Sir Dedale will not make my close friend pay a disastrous price. As long as you have the Beast God’s 

Blood, you could go to the alchemy equipment developed by the Burning Tower. 

“There would be no need to pay anything extra. Look, those are the most sincere conditions, this is 

something a best friend ought to do.” 

Dylas patiently tried to entice Morgan, an unconcealable pride could be seen on his face. 

He directly told Morgan that if he didn’t rely on their help, he could only be envious. But as long as he 

relied on them, the conditions and benefits would be a lot better than Mafa Merlin’s. 

The confused Morgan once again looked at Dylas’ proud smile and his anger instantly soared. 

‘Damnit, that idiot is insulting me! 



‘As a member of the Henry Family, our ancestors taught us that there was never a free lunch in this 

world. There was a price to anything, and the price we can’t see is far heavier than the price we can see. 

‘That fool doesn’t want to give me benefits, he wants to make me rely on him. Damn b*stard, if I go over 

I might end up meeting some danger and treated as cannon fodder by that fool. 

‘Going over there? That is an insult to the intelligence of the Henry Family. 

‘That lowly trash wanted to use a trick like that to handle this great Lord Morgan, he is simply following 

the path to his own doom. 

‘The proud rat is always the first to die. He is so stupid that he just stand there smiling! 

‘You’d best die from arrogance with a smile on your face as long, just don’t start a fight!! 

Morgan’s expression was very unsightly as he forced these words out, “Sir Dylas, thanks for your good 

intentions. I still have something to take care of so I won’t see you off!” 

After saying those words, Morgan hurriedly departed and left Dylas behind. 

Dylas had a glittering smile as he thought aloud, “Sir Morgan, you can come looking for me at any time if 

you ever feel like it. My promise is always effective.” 

The nearby mages started surrounding Dylas. Whether it was Lin Yun’s subordinates or the Henry 

Family’s mages, they all had terrible expressions as they looked at Dylas. 

Dylas sneered as he looked at them and said with disdain, “These people would never have the 

opportunity to advance to the Heaven realm in their lives, they are just a group of pathetic weaklings...” 

Dylas turned and left. He was followed by his two subordinates who looked at the mages within the 

temporary camp as if they were a group of hopeless creatures. 

“Sir Dylas, there is no need to pay attention to these people, they have no hope and might not even 

have the qualifications to use the Beast God’s Blood. There might not even be a single one that can 

advance to the 9th Rank of the Archmage realm. 

“A group of trash, nothing more...” 

“Sir Dylas, we don’t need to care about these pathetic guys, what could they get by following Mafa 

Merlin or Morgan Henry? If they followed Sir Dylas, they would have a chance of completing the 

transformation and advance to the Heaven realm. 

“In my opinion, Mafa Merlin specifically tricked these trashes. Once Sir Dylas advances to the Heaven 

Rank, he would be able to get rid of all of those that resist...” 

Dylas swaggered out of the temporary camp, happily returning to the Burning Tower’s camp. Seeing that 

the alchemists were already making a prototype equipment, Dylas suddenly laughed happily. 

On the other side, Morgan hurriedly looked for Lin Yun after getting that news.. 

Morgan was anxious as he saw Lin Yun busy with his experimentations. 

“Sir Merlin, there is no time to play, something’s wrong!” 



Chapter 1077 Why Shouldn’t We Go? 

Lin Yun calmly completed the alchemy experiment he was working on, his expression not changing in 

the slightest. Morgan was quickly getting angry, but he didn’t dare to disturb Lin Yun’s experiment and 

could only keep pacing. 

“Sir Morgan, what’s the matter? What’s wrong?” After finishing a stage of the experiment, Lin Yun 

doubtfully asked Morgan. 

Morgan was extremely anxious and was acting as if his pants were on fire. 

Morgan rushed in front of Lin Yun with a bitter expression and started complaining. 

“Hey, Sir Merlin, how could you still be in the mood to do experiments here? Something has gone 

wrong! Someone leaked the secret of the Beast God’s Blood, and now Dylas knows about it. Even the 

Burning Tower knows about it!” 

Lin Yun’s expression didn’t change. The Beast God’s Blood wasn’t considered a huge secret. Anyone 

could figure it out if they noticed what was happening with the Beastmen and then captured a few to 

interrogate them. 

Eventually, the Beast God’s Blood would inevitably fall into the eyes of the other mage forces. But 

knowing about the Beast God’s Blood and being able to use it were two completely different things. 

There was no need to be worried. 

If it was that easy to find a perfect method to use the Beast God’s Blood, it wouldn’t have taken a few 

millennia for it to be perfected... 

Before this, there had been all kinds of imperfect and failed methods. There had been so many that it 

was uncountable. A few examples of those failed methods had been recorded in the decaying library. 

Lin Yun wasn’t worried, but Morgan was getting more and more anxious and his feet were twitching 

crazily. 

“Sir Merlin, you are really not worried at all? Just now, that conceited idiot Dylas came to show off to 

me. 

“He said that he was cooperating with the Burning Tower and that they had already reached a critical 

point in their research. They are making an alchemical device that will guide the power of the Beast 

God’s Blood to fuse with mages. 

“Moreover, it will only need the Beast God’s Blood! The device will be reusable, with no need to worry 

about the success rate of compounding a potion. 

“Over time, they’ll be able to gather more and more Heaven Rank powerhouses, and after leaving the 

Raging Flame Battlefield, they’ll be able to use that alchemical device to keep on gathering more Heaven 

Rank powerhouses. They might even be able to produce them using other types of God Blood. 

“It would truly be over then! The Burning Tower and the Shadow Tower would have far more Heaven 

Ranks than the rest of the entire Odin Kingdom, and no one would be their match...” 



Lin Yun was shocked for a moment at first. ‘The Burning Tower actually found a method that fast?’ 

But after listening for a bit, Lin Yun chuckled. 

“Haha...” 

Morgan spoke for so long, yet Lin Yun only let out a mysterious chuckle... What did that mean? 

“Sir Merlin, do you think I’m lying to you? If that foolish Dylas wasn’t so sure of himself, why would he 

rush over to show off? 

“That fool also said a lot of bad things about you and even wanted me to beg for his help. Damn, that 

Dylas was trying to humiliate me. If I hadn’t endured, I would have killed that fool! 

“Sir Merlin, rest assured, I won’t betray you regardless of what happens. We are the closest allies. So 

what if we are from different kingdoms? 

“As a mage, how could I let kingdoms restrict us...” 

Morgan was anxious, and he kept on jabbering, starting to flatter Lin Yun to show that he had firmly 

declined Dylas. 

As a member of the Henry Family, the concept of investment and profit was something he had been 

immersed with since he was a child. Although the Henry Family started as merchants, and although they 

valued profit the most, they also made one thing clear: Whether the investment was benefits or 

friendship, they would never give up halfway. Someone with a foot on both sides could only drown. 

Morgan was just worried and angry, but seeing that Lin Yun wasn’t bothered, he was getting more and 

more anxious. 

“Sir Merlin, please say something! Aren’t you worried? That despicable Dylas will definitely do 

something if he obtains that power.” 

Lin Yun indifferently shook his head and proceeded with picking up his alchemy experiment’s flask. 

“Say what? There is nothing pertinent to say. They will run out of luck sooner or later and it’ll be 

extremely bad for them. There is no need to worry at all,” Lin Yun casually answered with a sneer. 

He was so confident because he knew that using an alchemical device to process Beast God’s Blood 

would never work, no matter what the device was! 

In the future, as the Beastmen were frantically collecting Beast God’s Blood, the human mages that 

could no longer progress were searching every single day for a way to advance, and alchemy was 

naturally the best method. 

Naturally, some people decided to research the Beast God’s Blood and compound it into potions. 

Unfortunately, that kind of method was too wasteful. Although they would gain some valuable 

experience each time they failed, they would also use up a drop of Beast God’s Blood. 

Beast God’s Blood was so precious that it couldn’t be used in large quantities, and the potioneering 

research was rapidly abandoned. 



It was soon replaced by arrays, alchemical devices, and several other methods. 

Of these new paths of research, the method of using an alchemical device was researched the fastest, 

and alchemists rapidly made devices that could be used. 

At the very start, they were able to fuse the entire drop of Beast God’s Blood with a mage’s body, using 

the huge power to complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

Unfortunately, it failed. The devices that those crazy alchemists came up with at the peak of Noscent 

could even separate the fragments of Laws from the Beast God’s Blood to fuse them with mages’ 

bodies. 

Yet even that method failed, as the success rate was far too low. It was recorded that only one mage 

was successful within a few centuries, and it was because that mage wasn’t a pure human but possessed 

some Beastman bloodline. 

After countless years of research and sacrifice, the most perfect method was found, and it was in the 

potioneering field that had been abandoned early on. 

Potioneering was the only method acceptable for humans. 

Thus, Lin Yun didn’t need to keep listening when he heard that the Burning Tower was making an 

alchemical device. No matter what type of alchemical device it was, no matter what train of thought it 

followed, it would ultimately fail. 

Now they could only wait until they ran out of luck... 

Lin Yun kept researching the Beast God’s Blood. Morgan’s restless mind calmed down a bit as he saw Lin 

Yun’s confidence. 

After another ten days, Lin Yun’s stack of Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals reached two hundred. That 

was including the ones hunted by his subordinates, as well as Morgan and Raphael’s shares. 

This was traded for two drops of Beast God’s Blood and those two drops were used to compound two 

Golden Temptation Potions. Lin Yun threw the potions aside and started researching the remnants of 

the Beast God’s Blood. 

The Beast God’s Blood had already separated during the compounding of the Golden Temptation 

Potions, and its mist was covering the entire plane. 

A lot of the impurities from that pure power were absorbed by the Demiplane, and the speed of the 

absorption slowed down by the time only pure power was left behind. 

After going through the purification of the Demiplane and being condensed, the mist was reformed into 

pure power. 

That method hadn’t been documented in the future. If those alchemists researching the Beast God’s 

Blood could have a Natural Demiplane, they wouldn’t need to research the Beast God’s Blood in the first 

place. Thus, there had been no record of this pure power. 

Morgan chose this time to anxiously rush into the temporary laboratory. 



“Sir Merlin, something happened! This is something huge!” 

Lin Yun frowned and put down the glass bottle on his table. 

“Sir Morgan, you are a Heaven Rank powerhouse now, can’t you maintain a bit of the appropriate 

prestige? Don’t tell me that the world is about to end?” 

Morgan bitterly brought up two invitation cards. 

“I just received an invitation card delivered by the Burning Tower. They are inviting us to their 

temporary camp to attend a ritual. They finished researching the alchemical device and also have Beast 

God’s Blood. They are just waiting to let a 9th Rank Archmage complete his Extraordinary 

transformation. 

“They are asking us to witness the birth of a Heaven Rank powerhouse... 

“They definitely invited us to ridicule us. I also discovered some memory stones outside, and as long as 

they are opened with the Nesser Language, they will turn into invitation letters. 

“The Burning Tower has already made the announcement. Any mage in the Raging Flame Battlefield can 

easily find an invitation, so everyone must already be aware of that matter. 

“This isn’t good! They told everyone about it and invited them all to act as witnesses. Once their people 

use the device, everyone will be drawn to the Burning Tower and the Shadow Tower. 

“There will be no effect even if we say that you can refine the transformation potion. 

“After all, they weren’t there to see me take the potion and advance to the Heaven Rank with their own 

two eyes, while they would be able to witness the process this time. They would unhesitantly walk to 

that despicable Dylas’ side if that happened...” 

Lin Yun held the invitation letter, and an indescribable smile appeared as he looked at it. 

The invitation letter was very polite... It was inviting them to witness the birth of a Heaven Rank 

powerhouse, but it reeked of boasting. 

Not only was it saying that, but it was also pointing out that they had mastered the method to let a 

mage rapidly complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

Whoever got the invitation letter would easily draw some conclusions... 

Anyone who got this piece of news would let go of everything and rush to the Burning Tower’s 

temporary camp. 

“Sir Merlin, should we go or not?” Morgan asked worriedly. 

But Lin Yun only smiled. 

“Let’s go, why shouldn’t we go? My research has reached a bottleneck, so I might as well take a break 

and look at what’s happening. Maybe seeing people running out of luck will give me some ideas...” 

Chapter 1078 You“ll Understand Then 



Lin Yun directly packed the temporary camp and threw everything into the Demiplane before leading 

everyone in the direction indicated by the invitation card. 

They rushed forward while killing all the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts on their path. By the time 

they reached the Burning Tower’s camp, every other force had already arrived. 

In the center of the temporary camp was an eight-meter-tall device covered in all kinds of complex 

runes and arrays. It looked like a large amount of components had been piled together into a tall 

platform with four runic pillars around it. 

That device was placed at the highest part of the temporary camp and couldn’t be missed. It was also 

emitting thick mana fluctuations, and anyone seeing it would feel that this was a powerful alchemy 

device. 

Lin Yun grinned, he looked ready to enjoy a good show. 

The most crude and simple device to guide the fusion, this kind of device was just the most basic train of 

thought. 

It would be very interesting if they used this fusion. 

Lin Yun threw a glance at this device and knew what would happen. He originally had no plan to meddle 

in other people’s business. Moreover, they wouldn’t even believe him if he kindly told them that this 

alchemy device was a failed product. 

They might just think that Lin Yun was messing around, and it might even end up in a fight if something 

happened. 

Furthermore, Lin Yun had heard from the others’ discussions that the one getting ready to use the 

device to complete the Extraordinary transformation was a mage from the Shadow Tower. 

And thus, Lin Yun didn’t feel like intervening, he might as well watch the show. Even if he really forgot 

their past enmity to try and persuade him, Dylas definitely wouldn’t believe him and would only think 

that he was looking for trouble. 

The four forces of the Andlusa Kingdom and the six forces of the Odin Kingdom were all present. The 

Odin Kingdom’s people were all enthusiastically surrounding Dedale and Dylas. 

As for the Andlusa Kingdom, Jouyi and Harren were together while the Azurewave Sword Saint of the 

Andlusa Royal Family was calmly waiting in a corner. 

From Jouyi and Harren’s appearance, it looked like they had been in a very difficult situation. 

The two looked exhausted and their mana was somewhat unstable. They had definitely been injured 

during these days and frequently consumed their mana in battle to the point where they couldn’t rest 

and recover. 

The three forces of the Andlusa Kingdom were all on another side, and from seeing Jouyi and Harren’s 

expressions, they had definitely been ridiculed by Dylas. 

Lin Yun waved his hand at Harren and Jouyi. 



This time, Jouyi no longer had that thick scholarly aura and now looked like a mage that has undergone a 

very harsh test. As for Harren, he looked exhausted and his eyes were flickering with anger, his pride as 

the Chairman of the Black Tower was nowhere to be seen. 

Seeing that these two were still alive, Lin Yun sighed in relief. 

Morgan kept bringing news these days, there had already been sightings of three different Heaven Rank 

Beastmen, and there might be a 4th. 

Considering the one Lin Yun had burnt to death, there might have already been five Beastman 

powerhouses that advanced to the Heaven Rank! 

Jouyi and Harren originally had disastrous losses, their inherited True Spirit Magic Tools had already 

been destroyed, and even if they previously got some benefits from the temple, they couldn’t make up 

for that huge loss in power. 

They had lost their Magic Tools and their forces suffered disastrous losses. Hunting Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts would be even more challenging, they could only look for lone Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts 

and they couldn’t provoke the ones with special abilities. 

If something bad happened, they would lose the rest of their subordinates. At that time, they might 

become unable to leave the Raging Flame Battlefield alive. 

Lin Yun looked at Jouyi and Harren and sighed. 

Seeing Lin Yun, Jouyi and Harren also sighed in relief. 

“Sir Merlin, it’s good to see you again, this is really good. I thought we wouldn’t be able to find you. We 

both thought we would definitely all fall here...” 

Jouyi had a complicated expression, apparently these days hadn’t been very good. 

Harren was gnashing his teeth as he looked at the Odin Kingdom with a complicated expression. 

“Whether it is in the number of powerhouses, or the power of their mage towers, the Odin Kingdom is 

really stronger than our Andlusa Kingdom. 

“We previously met a group of Beastmen with a Heaven Rank powerhouse, and if not because an 

admirable elder of the Cloud Tower used Sacrifice to stop that Beastman powerhouse with his vitality, 

Jouyi and I would have both been dead... 

“Now, the Odin Kingdom found a way to use Beast God’s Blood and their strength is bound to keep on 

growing. Even if we manage to come back alive, the fight over the Raging Flame Plane will definitely end 

up with our loss...” 

Lin Yun sighed, “Sir Jouyi, Sir Harren, don’t be discouraged, the situation hasn’t reached that stage yet. 

You were just unlucky, no one knows what will happen before the end...” 

After saying that, Lin Yun glanced at the seemingly very powerful and complex alchemical device. 

Jouyi and Harren glanced at each other and Jouyi took out a leather pouch imprinted with a seal and 

handed it to Lin Yun. 



“Sir Merlin, those are the mana crystals Sir Harren and I have hunted together, there are a total of 88 

mana crystals. We are now giving them to you.” 

Lin Yun was somewhat stunned as he looked at Jouyi. 

“Sir Jouyi, what are you doing? Your True Spirit Magic Tools have been destroyed, you can trade for a 

suitable True Spirit Magic Tool within the temple in order to increase your overall strength...” 

Lin Yun didn’t have time to finish his words before Jouyi shook his head and sighed. 

“Sir Merlin, we are aware. But Sir Harren and I have been thinking a lot during those days of fighting. At 

first, we were wondering how to hunt even more magic beasts. 

“But later, we personally encountered a Heaven Rank Beastman able to use Extraordinary Power and 

fully able to display the power of a Heaven Rank powerhouse. 

“We understood then that we wouldn’t be those Beastmen’ opponents no matter what we did, even if 

our True Spirit Magic Tools hadn’t been destroyed. 

“Not to mention catching up to the Odin Kingdom... 

“You are the strongest in our Andlusa Kingdom, you can burst with the power of the Heaven Rank as an 

8th Rank Archmage. 

“Moreover, Sir Merlin’s advancing speed is very fast. I believe that you might be close to advancing to 

the 9th Rank. 

“These mana crystals are for you, Sir Merlin, you can gather a few more, trade for a drop of Beast God’s 

Blood and see if you can use the Burning Tower’s alchemical device. 

“Once Sir Merlin advance to the Heaven Rank, our Andlusa Kingdom’s forces might be able to avoid 

dying in the Raging Flame Battlefield and our power wouldn’t be extremely weakened. 

“We can only do this much, we can only rely on Sir Merlin to withstand the Heaven Rank Beastmen...” 

He said before sighing. 

Hearing Jouyi’s words, Lin Yun couldn’t help being emotionally moved and an unconcealable shock 

flashed in his eyes. 

Lin Yun noticed that Harren seemed to be agreeing with Jouyi. What they experienced greatly changed 

these two Andlusan powerhouses. 

They had encountered many powerhouses stronger than them and were met with the biggest setbacks 

in their lifetimes. It was impossible for them to not change. 

But handing over the mana crystals they worked so hard to gather wasn’t in line with the interest of the 

Cloud Tower and the Black Tower. 

They were doing that for the interest of the Andlusa Kingdom, as the strongest two people of the 

Andlusa Kingdom, they would inevitably obtain the most benefits if they succeeded. 



But no force would put their hopes on others. A sharp sword held by oneself would never alter its 

course. 

Lin Yun looked at the two for some time, puzzled for a bit. 

After looking at the pouch of mana crystals for half a minute, Lin Yun sighed and declined. 

“Sir Jouyi, you should hold onto these mana crystals. Take a look at the temple and see if there are True 

Spirit Magic Tools that you can trade for. 

“I don’t lack mana crystals, I’m telling the truth. Moreover, my advancement to the Heaven Rank should 

have nothing to do with Beast God’s Blood, I have my own plans...” 

Jouyi and Harren were somewhat worried since Lin Yun didn’t accept the mana crystals. 

Anxious, Harren promptly put the mana crystals in Lin Yun’s embrace. 

“Sir Merlin, I know you definitely aren’t willing to accept them, but with the current situation, our 

Andlusa Kingdom needs the emergence of a true powerhouse, a Heaven Rank powerhouse. That is the 

best method. 

“The Raging Flame Beastmen’s understanding of the Raging Flame Battlefield far surpasses our own, 

they have unearthed many secrets of this place, and when coming here, I heard that those Raging Flame 

Beastmen could directly fuse with the Beast God’s Blood to complete the Extraordinary transformation, 

while being able to use Extraordinary Power due to the Beast God’s Blessings. 

“This time, there are nine powerhouses on the level of 9th Rank Sword Saints within the Beastmen! 

“When added together, the number of Sword Saints or Arch-Warlocks that can advance to the Heaven 

Rank is just too high. 

“We can’t rely on the Odin Kingdom, we are rivals after all. If we don’t have a Heaven Rank powerhouse 

supporting us at a critical time, the consequences would be too dire to imagine...” 

Harren’s rapid explanations made Lin Yun bitterly smile. He then solemnly looked at Jouyi and Harren. 

“Sir Jouyi, Sir Harren, let’s talk about that later. I don’t need those Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals, I 

really don’t need them. When the matter at hand is finished, please follow me, you’ll understand then.” 

Harren wanted to say something, but Jouyi lightly shook his head. 

On the other side, the alchemists of the Burning Tower were proceeding with the last checks of that 

huge device, they were making sure that nothing was wrong before activating it. 

The Peak 9th Rank Archmage powerhouse of the Shadow Tower already flew to the round circular 

platform atop the device. 

Chapter 1079 Alchemical Device 

They melted many kinds of valuable magic metals into one piece and enchanted a great amount of 

runes onto it. The alchemy patterns were directly carved onto the entire platform. The entire platform 

was covered in runes, and only a meter-big area was a bit more clear as it only had a dozen runes. 



The mage of the Shadow Tower, named Bloss, was sitting at the top of the alchemical device, his face 

flushed with excitement. He was a bit nervous, but he was even more excited and full of expectations. 

Looking at the group of mages with complex expressions below him, Bloss couldn’t help smiling. 

‘I hadn’t expected to be the first to use the device to complete the Extraordinary transformation. Sir 

Dylas is truly worth following, he gave the opportunity to the one who followed him the longest, me. 

‘This is a drop of Beast God’s Blood worth 100 Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals. We haven’t traded 

anything else in the temple and fought for such a long time only to get about 120 mana crystals. Who 

knew when we would save up another 100 mana crystals... 

‘Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts are slowly decreasing as time passes, and who knows when those 

Beastmen would start their attack. 

‘It’s even possible that I would be the first and the last to complete the Extraordinary transformation. 

‘Sir Dylas is truly too smart, looking for the Burning Tower in order to cooperate is the wisest decision he 

made in years! 

‘The Burning Tower is an ancient mage force with a ten millennia old foundation, it didn’t take long for 

them to craft this complex alchemical device. 

‘It truly is a masterpiece, it could compare to an Artisan’s masterpiece. This device is definitely the 

greatest accomplishment in Noscent’s history since the Era of Gods. 

‘Haha, just look at those people below, everyone is looking at me with envy and jealousy, especially 

those few idiots who weren’t chosen by Sir Dylas, their eyes are burning with anger. 

‘You can be envious and hateful all you want, once I advance to the Heaven Rank, you’ll have to call me 

Lord Bloss. You would be mortals while I would have already transcended.’ 

Bloss was flushed from excitement. He sat on the platform and was somewhat unable to calm down his 

mana fluctuations. 

On another side, Dedale was standing up, watching that alchemical device with a grin on his face. 

‘That foolish Dylas, did he think I would help him manufacture an alchemical device and give him the 

first spot out of kindness? 

‘The Beast God was a True God, and one of the Gods with the strongest bloodline. His blood can’t be 

compared to the average God Blood. 

‘It’s not something mortals can make hypotheses about. Even if our Burning Tower is a very ancient 

force, we don’t have a method to handle the blood of the Beast God. 

‘All fields of alchemy are very strict, any item that doesn’t pass the experimental stage is a failure. An 

alchemical device that hasn’t been tested through the passage of time didn’t have a guaranteed 

outcome. 

‘There is a reason why alchemists’ motto is: Experiencing the blood and tears of countless years to 

obtain the truth. 



‘A drop of Beast God’s Blood isn’t worth having a 9th Rank Archmage take the risk. 

‘If it was successful, great, if it failed... A powerhouse would be lost. Who could know what the 

consequences of failure were? 

‘But that idiot Dylas isn’t that foolish, he actually sent a subordinate to test it and didn’t go himself...’ 

Regret flashed in Dedale’s eyes. If Dylas went and the experiment was a success, the contribution would 

have gone to the Burning Tower. However, if they failed, regardless of the consequences, the agreement 

between Dylas and the Burning Tower would be void. If Dylas died, they would no longer have to share 

the results of the research with the Shadow Tower... 

Not far from the alchemical device, Dylas looked at the excited Bloss, and his envious subordinates 

whose eyes were so red that they looked bloody, and felt quite pleased with himself. 

‘Of course I won’t go test that alchemical device. It’s an alchemical device never before seen in Noscent, 

it has never been tested. I won’t personally test it even with the temptation of advancing to the Heaven 

Rank. 

‘Before it had been discovered that the Beast God’s Blood could make the Beastmen complete the 

Extraordinary transformation, who would have thought that the Beast God’s Blood had this kind of 

power. Even if some drops were found, they would only be used as ordinary God Blood. 

‘The pioneers in the field of alchemy usually died very ugly deaths. Did that greedy leech Dedale think I 

was clueless? 

‘That drop of Beast God’s Blood can’t be wasted and it was definitely my quota. Giving it to my 

subordinate is naturally the best method. 

‘If it’s successful, then Bloss would forever remember this great favor. He has been with me for so many 

years, giving him this opportunity would make him even more loyal. 

‘Having a Heaven Rank subordinate is overall a bit better than if I was a Heaven powerhouse. If this 

succeeds, then I’ll use the Beast God’s Blood again and our Shadow Tower would have two Heaven Rank 

powerhouses. 

‘And at worst, this can’t be blamed on me if it fails. I also wouldn’t have taken any risk, haha. That 

Dedale wanted me to take part in the experiment? Too naive, does he think I’m stupid?’ 

Apart from Dylas and Dedale, the others were also watching the situation with complex thoughts. 

They were hoping that it would be a success so they could witness the birth of a powerful Heaven Rank 

powerhouse. They could then discuss with the Burning Tower and use the alchemical device to complete 

the Extraordinary transformation in order to become a true Heaven Rank powerhouse. 

But these people were also envious and hoped that this alchemical device would fail. If the device didn’t 

work, everyone would remain at the same rank and they wouldn’t need to lower their heads when 

talking to others in the future. 

Although they all had complicated emotions, they were all surrounding Dedale. The Quicksand Tower 

and the Odin Royal Family were lowering their heads as they gathered in front of Dedale. 



As for the Henry Family and the Sky City, they were also gathered there. Raphael was hiding his 

strength. Since human mages couldn’t use Extraordinary Power, no one would be able to see that 

Raphael was a Heaven Mage unless he used his strength. 

Even the news of Morgan’s breakthrough had been concealed by the Burning Tower and the Shadow 

Tower. The huge effects caused by Raphael’s breakthrough puzzled everyone, they were wondering who 

had advanced to the Heaven Rank. 

As everyone was getting impatient, an alchemist of the Burning Tower soon put the drop of Beast God’s 

Blood in a stone bottle prepared at the bottom of the alchemical device. 

The alchemical device’s runes faintly shone and a head-sized hole appeared in that pillar-like alchemical 

device. 

The stone bottle containing the Beast God’s Blood was placed inside the hole, and immediately, wisps of 

blood-colored smoke transformed into a blood-colored light cloth which sent the stone bottle flying up 

inside the alchemical device. 

The hole closed and a rune roamed about. There was no trace of the hole and the alchemy patterns on 

the device’s surface shone brightly, the large amount of runes also blossomed with light. 

Boundless mana fluctuations spread towards the surroundings like a tide, and the mana became 

uncontrollable. 

It was as if an extremely powerful existence was forcibly controlling the elements and mana in the 

vicinity of the device. 

Feeling this, all the spectating mages withdrew in shock. They were unable to control elements and even 

their innate mana showed signs of going berserk near the device. The mana covering the surface of their 

bodies already started dispelling, as if the device was absorbing it. 

The group retreated, and soon, the mana fluctuations emitted by the alchemical device became 

stronger and stronger. A blood-colored wisp started spreading from within the device. The colorful 

runes on the surface of the alchemical device suddenly looked like they couldn’t resist the power 

corrosion. 

It looked like a blood-colored halo flashed in an instant and all the runes turned blood-colored. The 

energy flowing within the alchemy patterns also turned blood-colored. 

Boundless blood-colored power spread out from the lower half of the alchemical device and rapidly 

spread towards the upper part before converging at the top of the alchemical device and transforming 

into blood-colored radiance and mist that wrapped around Bloss. 

Suddenly, a groan echoed from the peak of the alchemical device as Bloss’ mana seemed to instantly 

burst open, spreading out at a frightening speed. The power of Law fragments also fluctuated 

separately. 

After a dozen seconds, Bloss’ mana fluctuations thoroughly exceeded the 9th Rank of the Archmage 

realm and underwent some incomprehensible fierce changes. Some peculiar aura started rising out of 

Bloss’ body. 



“Extraordinary Power!” 

“It’s actually working, damnit, Extraordinary Power appeared, Bloss has already completed the 

Extraordinary transformation, what a powerful alchemical device!” 

... 

As gasps of surprise kept echoing, an undetectable sneer appeared at the corner of Lin Yun’s mouth. 

‘Extraordinary Power? That can indeed be considered Extraordinary Power. 

‘It’s using the alchemical device to stabilize and guide the power within the Beast God’s Blood through 

the complex dividers of the alchemical device. 

‘After the Beast God’s Blood Power is scattered in countless parts, it then merge every bit of power 

inside the mage’s body. 

‘Such a crude method would actually appear in the future, before being discarded. 

‘Those crazy alchemists’ first device would be able to disperse a drop of Beast God’s Blood into more 

than a million parts. 

‘And they could even precisely control the path of every bit of force to ensure that they would be well-

distributed within the mage’s body...’ 

Chapter 1080 Have You Seen This? 

‘Unfortunately, it would still be a failure. The alchemical device researched by the Burning Tower is just 

slowly guiding the power of Beast God’s Blood to transform it into a bloody mist before fusing it with a 

mage.’ 

‘It’s really too simple and crude, I don’t know where Dylas and Dedale’s confidence comes from...’ 

Lin Yun was expressionless as he started slowly retreating. 

Bloss’ aura was still frantically rising after a dozen seconds. The spectators couldn’t see what was 

happening due to the bloody mist and bloody light surrounding him. 

They could only sense more and more Extraordinary Power rapidly forming at the top of the alchemical 

device. The powerful aura already curled into a whirlwind and frantically devoured the surrounding 

mana. 

The light around the alchemical device darkened a bit as if most of the light was already being devoured. 

The sky turned dusky as darkness descended. 

Shadows appeared around the alchemical device, it was just like a cloud blocking the sunlight and 

forming a 200 to 300-meter-wide shadow. 

Bloss’ aura reached the Heaven Rank, but his Extraordinary transformation hadn’t stopped, and the 

increase of power showed no sign of halting. 

Sensing the skyrocketing aura, Morgan couldn’t help being shocked. 



‘Damn, that Bloss guy took about a century to become an Archmage, and after so many years, he had 

only been able to reach the 9th Rank by using a lot of resources and a lot of time. 

‘He had been innately not fated to reach the Heaven Rank, so why is he advancing so quickly? He is 

already at the Heaven Rank and completed the Extraordinary transformation, he is only lacking the 

control over Extraordinary Power, yet he is still becoming stronger and stronger. 

‘Sh*t, wouldn’t he be stronger than me once he finished advancing? 

‘The alchemical device is so powerful... Is it even better than the potion Sir Merlin gave me? 

‘No, wait, Sir Merlin told me that he was coming to watch a show. Doesn’t that mean that they would 

definitely fail? 

“Eh, where is Sir Merlin?’ 

Morgan was puzzled, but his expression changed as he noticed that Lin Yun had retreated to the back of 

the crowd. 

‘Damn, how could Sir Merlin run to the back? Does he want to escape? 

‘Oh no, that Bloss would definitely complete his breakthrough, they already succeeded! 

‘Sir Merlin’s relationship with Dylas isn’t very friendly. That foolish Dylas is a hungry wolf, if his 

subordinate advances to the Heaven Rank, he might immediately look for trouble with Sir Merlin.’ 

Morgan hesitated before retreating to the back of the crowd. He lowered his voice as he moved closer 

to Lin Yun. 

“Sir Merlin, are we leaving now? Rest assured, even if that fool really advances, that foolish Dylas 

wouldn’t dare to cause trouble. 

“Raphael and I have already advanced to the Heaven Rank, even if that Bloss also succeeds and teams 

up with Dedale, they would only have two powerhouses with the power of the Heaven Rank. 

“When the time comes, Sir Raphael and I can stop both of them while Sir Merlin take care of Dylas so 

that he would never have the opportunity to advance to the Heaven Rank...” 

Lin Yun didn’t know whether to laugh or cry after hearing Morgan’s ferocious plan. 

“Sir Morgan, I think you misunderstood something. Rest assured, I just want to stand a bit far. I’m here 

to enjoy the show, naturally, I can’t participate in it...” 

Morgan was a bit doubtful. Lin Yun didn’t explain, but he instructed Morga, “Go and discreetly tell 

Raphael to stand further away.” 

After saying that, Lin Yun used a wisp of mana to discreetly notify Jouyi and Harren to stand further 

back. They could enjoy the show from standing at the back of the crowd. 

Although Jouyi and Harren were a bit puzzled, they have known Lin Yun for a long time and they weren’t 

foolish. They immediately retreated to the back of the crowd in silence. Moreover, no one harbored any 

suspicions, they were the weakest so standing in the back was normal. 



Only a vague shadow could be seen at the alchemical device’s location. In the center of the shadow was 

a red bloody mist and Bloss’ powerful aura transformed into a gale continuously spreading outward. 

Dylas was standing not too far from it, excited and not caring about his mana being somewhat absorbed. 

His gaze was feverish. 

‘Success, it’s a success! 

‘Not only is it already a success, the power of the Beast God’s Blood is still being used and Bloss is 

becoming stronger and stronger. As long as he completely fuse with that drop of Beast God’s Blood, 

Bloss’ power would be compared to a Heaven Rank powerhouse that had advanced a long time ago and 

had completely stabilized his realm. 

‘Heaven Rank powerhouse, I’ll have a Heaven Mage subordinate soon! Bloss has been following me for 

such a long time, I don’t have to worry about his loyalty. 

‘Moreover, he secretly signed a contract with me before, he’ll be my subordinate until his death. 

‘Controlling a Heaven Rank subordinate, haha, even my uncle doesn’t have that ability. No, no one in the 

Shadow Tower has that ability. 

‘Moreover, I already possess the method to help mages complete the Extraordinary transformation, I’ll 

be able to have many Heaven Rank powerhouses in the future. 

‘Want to complete the Extraordinary transformation? 

‘Sure, as long as they agree to sign a blood contract with me. The contract won’t be too severe, they 

only need to become my subordinates and pledge their loyalty, the rest doesn’t matter. 

‘I’ll dispatch Bloss to hunt those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts once he finishes his breakthrough. 

Hunting those magic beasts would definitely be a lot easier with the power of a Heaven Mage. 

‘100 mana crystals would be nothing. I already have two dozen, we would just need to hunt over 

seventy Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts to trade for a drop of Beast God’s Blood. 

‘Then, I would be able to complete the Extraordinary transformation and become a true Heaven Rank 

powerhouse! 

‘And I would have a Heaven Mage subordinate, which would soon be followed by a steady flow of 

Heaven Rank powerhouses, who would be my match then? 

‘Cooperating with the Burning Tower was really a smart move. The Burning Tower hadn’t known the 

secret of the Beast God’s Blood, even if they could research it, they wouldn’t have known what path to 

use. 

‘And I held the secret of the Beast God’s Blood but I couldn’t create this alchemical device. 

‘We would share the profits from the research. Fortunately, I provided the drop of the Beast God’s 

Blood or I would have ended up with nothing by the time the Burning Tower researched that secret on 

their own. 



‘Haha, when the time comes, our Shadow Tower and the Burning Tower would become the strongest 

forces. Even the major forces of the Odin Kingdom wouldn’t be our match. 

‘There wouldn’t be a need to send Archmages if a fight occurred, we could just send a dozen Heaven 

Rank powerhouses. Who would dare to fight us then? 

‘Would Raphael still dare to mention what happened when he was being chased? Would Morgan still try 

to scam me? 

‘As for Mafa Merlin, that Andlusan insect, if he is tactful enough and rushes over to beg for my help, I 

might reluctantly accept him. 

‘If he refuses to serve me, I’ll show him the power of the Heaven Rank, the power of a few Heaven Rank 

powerhouses! 

‘There are less and less Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts appearing in the Raging Flame Battlefield, but 

it doesn’t matter. I would have enough Heaven Rank powerhouses by then and I would be able to sweep 

through the Raging Flame Beastmen alongside the Burning Tower and snatch those Beastmen’s mana 

crystals. 

‘After taking over the Raging Flame Battlefield and gathering enough Beast God’s Blood, I would turn 

those drops of blood into Heaven Rank powerhouses.’ 

Dylas was proudly laughing, not concealing his ecstasy and the fact that he was proud of himself. But 

after looking around, he noticed that Lin Yun was nowhere to be found. 

After attentively searching his surroundings, he finally discovered Lin Yun’s silhouette in the back. 

‘Damn, that Mafa Merlin must be afraid that I would take care of him after Bloss advanced to the 

Heaven Rank, he is already escaping. 

‘Wretched, now you know how to be scared? You never came out when I looked for you before, hmpf, if 

you don’t swear allegiance today, you’ll have to bear the anger of a Heaven Rank powerhouse!’ 

As he thought about that, Dylas smirked and confidently walked towards Lin Yun. 

“Mafa Merlin, why are you standing there, really, how could you stand at the back? Can you even see 

anything from here? Can you even sense anything?” Dylas loudly exclaimed as he proudly sneered, even 

calling out Lin Yun’s name without even using the “Sir” title. 

“Mafa Merlin, I’m talking to you. Weren’t you very busy? How come you have time to witness the birth 

of a Heaven Rank powerhouse? 

“Don’t you know? That newly advanced Heaven Rank powerhouse is my subordinate, Bloss. He has been 

with me for a very long time and is my most loyal subordinate.” 

Dylas was proudly showing off, but Lin Yun still remained calm, completely ignoring Dylas. 

Dylas sneered, his expression turning sinister. 

“Mafa Merlin, hmpf, I see that you have some self-awareness. You, Andlusan country bumpkin, know 

that you are weaklings and that you should be standing at the back. 



“I personally paid you a visit before, but you unexpectedly didn’t show yourself because you were so 

busy, so why did you come here to witness the birth of a Heaven Rank powerhouse? 

“Hmpf, that swindler, Morgan, must have been deceived by you, what about the transformation potion? 

“Since you found a method to use the Beast God’s Blood, how come you haven’t compounded a new 

one for your subordinates? How come none of them broke through? 

“300 Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals, you are really a daring greedy leech! 

“That Morgan already advanced to the Heaven Rank and has been helping you hunt many mana crystals, 

hasn’t he? Then how come you haven’t used them? 

“Isn’t it because all the compounding failed? 

“Hahaha, Mafa Merlin, it’s already pretty good for lady luck to smile upon you once, but could it be that 

you wanted her to remain by your side every time? 

“What a joke. Have you seen this? 

“That alchemical device is something that I developed in collaboration with the Burning Tower. It can be 

recorded in Noscent’s history as the key to a new era for all mages. 

“That is the most trustworthy thing, it only needs Beast God’s Blood to create a steady flow of Heaven 

Rank powerhouses. It’s completely different from those potions relying on luck to be successfully 

crafted! 

“I’m about to become a Heaven Rank powerhouse, wasting my time with Andlusan country bumpkins is 

truly not worth it. 

“I’ll now give you an opportunity. Become my subordinate by signing a blood contract and I’ll forget 

about your previous offenses. 

“If you do a good job for me in the future, it wouldn’t be impossible for you to advance to the Heaven 

Rank. 

“As long as you hunt 500 Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts for me, I can show mercy and give you a 

chance to use that alchemical device...” 

 


